Height-Adjustable Workstations

The human body is meant to move. That’s why sitting for prolonged periods can
cause a variety of problems in the workplace, contributing to lost productivity and
absenteeism. Our Height-Adjustable workstations can help avoid these troubles
giving users the flexibility to sit or stand at their workspace, while preserving their
optimal ergonomic positioning. A long time leader in the sit-stand movement,
Mayline® was one of the first companies to introduce a height-adjustable line in the
early 1980s. We continue to apply more than three decades of innovative expertise
into developing our entire lineup of height-adjustable solutions.
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F O R T H E H E A LT H O F I T.

Height-Adjustable Workstations are available in more than 900 standard laminates from Nevamar®, Wilsonart®, Pionite® and Formica® at no additional upcharge.
ML-Series tables shown in Designer White laminate with Tech Silver 3-Stage, 3 column base. Fabric tack panels shown in Infinity Rinse fabric. e5™ storage in
Summer Suede, Gist™ chair and cushions shown in Knack Dark Roast upholstery.
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ML-SERIES

ML-Series tables shown with white high pressure laminate rectangle top and PVC edge, mounted to a 3-stage/2 column base in silver metallic powder coated
finish. Tables accessories include EZKC1 Monitor Arm and 195TKLS keyboard tray. e5™ series storage pieces in Designer White. Chair and tack board fabric shown
in Infinity Capri.

United We Stand.
The ML-Series turns up performance expectations and puts quality height-adjustable tables within economical reach. Costeffective and reliable, the ML-Series is sleek, stylish and exceptionally quiet - ideal for any environment. With dual leg motors,
an anti-collision saftey feature, 3 base sizes, and a variety of workspace choices the ML-Series stands and delivers style - plus
power.
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The 120° surface shown in Asian Sand with 3mm PVC edge. 2-stage/2-column base in silver
metallic powder coated finish. Shown with optional 3-position preset control and 195TKLS
monitor arm.

Designer White high pressure laminate rectangle top and PVC edge, with 2-stage/2 column base
in silver metallic powder coated finish. e5™ series pedestals in Designer White with Expo Oasis
upholstery.

ML-Series 90° surface with 3-stage/3-column base. Side surface acrylic modesty panels and above
surface fabric tack panels shown with Infinity Rinse fabric. e5™ storage in Summer Suede. Gist™
chair and cushions shown in Knack Dark Roast upholstery.
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RGE SERIES

RGE Table tops shown in Designer White laminate. Bases are 14 gauge steel 3-stage base in black finish. e5™ storage pieces in Columbian Walnut. Desk accessories
include 195TKLS keyboard/mouse platform, EZKC1 monitor arm. Gist™ chair and cushions shown in April Dark upholstery.

The Height of Empowerment.
RGE Tables give individuals effortless control over their workspaces for greater on-the-job satisfaction and productivity.
With just the touch of a button, surface heights smoothly adjust, enabling workers to determine their own optimal
working positions—and change those positions whenever it suits them.
Setting the bar high on the sit-stand movement with effortless motorized movements, RGE offers the greatest vertical
range of all of our height adjustable tables to deliver the ergonomic benefits todays workers expect.
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1-⅛” thick high pressure laminate top in Designer White on a 3-stage base in powder coated
silver. e5™ storage in Summer Suede. Commute® chair in Flection Foil.

1-⅛” thick high pressure laminate top with T-mold edge in Designer White on a 3-stage powder
coated silver base. e5™ storage shown in Raven and technology beltway in Designer White.
Commute® chair with Quirk Rio upholstery.
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XR-SERIES

The XR-Series shown in rectangular single surface, with 2-stage, 2 column base in Silver. Designer White laminate top with T-mold radius corners and 18 gauge
perforated 10”H steel modesty panel. EZKC1 monitor arm. e5™ storage shown in Raven. Gist™ chair and cushion shown in Expo Tuxedo.

Smooth and Smart Operator.
The XR-Series is proof that height adjustability isn’t just about promoting movement. It should also support diversity, and the
XR-Series does so brilliantly. It offers three memory settings on the control switch, letting workers save their favorite positions.
And when changes in departments or employees are in order, the XR-Series transitions seamlessly to the next user. With a
generous range of motion and a variety of surface options, the XR-Series provides a smart alternative to manually lowering or
raising desks and other work surfaces to accommodate new users.
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Single surface corner with 3 column 2-stage black base. Laminate in Fashion Gray with Black
T-Mold edge.

Single surface corner in Designer White with 3 column, 2-stage silver base. Desk accessories
include 195TKLS keyboard and mouse tray and the EZKC1 monitor arm. e5™shown in Raven with
Expo Tuxedo cushion.
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E-SERIES

The E-Series shown in single surface corner unit 650 with Birch top, Taupe edge and Sand Beige base.

E is for Environmental.
Healthy movement and healthy air quality come together in one smart, sit-stand solution. With its simple vertical adjustment,
the E-Series promotes a healthier workplace by letting employees move easily. And because all E-Series workstations are
Intertek VOC+ Certified, height adjustability meets eco-friendly for a truly uplifting solution.
Durable, resilient, and with ample range of motion, E-Series is a movement that does a world of good.
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Dual surface corner unit shown in Asian Night laminate with Designer White edge and Tech Silver
paint. Includes the datacenter keyboard mechanism. Shown with e5™ pedestal in Raven finish,
Commute® chair and cushion in Expo Sprout upholstery.

Dual surface corner with Data Center Keyboard Mechanism. Shown in Classic Rock surface with
Taupe Edge and Sand Beige base. Shown with the 3200 chair.
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LT - S E R I E S

Shown in single and dual rectangular laminate surface options with Ice Gray laminate and Ice Gray edging. The dual surface includes the Data Center Surface. Bases
standard in black. Gist™ chair with Expo Tuxedo upholstery. e5™ storage in Raven.

Movement for the Masses.
LT-Series workstations reflect the ideal balance of quality and affordability in one exceptional sit-to-stand solution. Designed
to suit a wide range of employees, the desks operate with a simple flip of a switch, no cranking required. With LT, users can
find their own comfort levels from shift to shift, day to day, or hour to hour.
LT-Series, as with all our height-adjustable tables, allows customers to choose preconfigured workstations or retrofit existing
desks with the LT-base. For the added aesthetic, the non-adjustable portion of the LT base can be painted any corporate color
(for an additional charge).
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Single surface corner desk shown in Black base with Birch laminate with Taupe edge. Shown with
the 3200 chair.

Dual surface corner with datacenter keyboard mechanism. Shown in Designer White laminate
with Designer White edge and Tech Silver paint base. e5™ storage in Designer White. Commute®
chair and cushion in Expo Sprout upholstery.
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Height-Adjustable Mobile Media Center

Height Adjustable Mobile Vertical Media Center shown with Black base.

Meant to Move.
The easy-to-maneuver mobile media center is ready for meeting requirements anywhere four wheels will allow. For classroom
setting or any training/meeting environment, easily move digital content to where you need it. Available in horizontal fixed
screen version or the tilt design allows up to 90° tilt from vertical to horizontal.

Handle and remote control
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Five outlet powerstrip mounted to base

Expandable PC Holder Bracket

Ergonomic Accessories

Single screen desk mounted monitor arm.

Ergonomic Accessories — Always Within Arm’s Reach.
Eliminate awkward angles with ergonomic monitor arms that are capable of adjusting your monitor to any position
desired. With design options to fit almost any work area, our ergonomic monitor arms are the ideal, flexible solution for
supporting flat panel displays above work surfaces. They feature superior reach and height adjustment for easy monitor
movement to eliminate glare and prevent neck strain. Adjustable keyboard solutions give users the ability to adjust
placement for maximum comfort. Add one of our LED lighting options (not shown) to improve work area while reducing
eye strain.

EZKC1-Pole mount, single arm
monitor mount.

EZKC2-Pole mount, dual arm
monitor mount.

195TKLS-Trackless keyboard arm.

EZKE2-Dual screen, single monitor arm.

Single monitor arm (TAM2) on dual
post (TAMDP).

19503A-Keyboard tray with mouse pad.
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